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Pie Charts and Area Perception1

Macdonald-Ross [1] found that an area A and its perceived area Ap are related by the2

power function Ap = A0.86, i.e. humans systematically underestimate areas. But this is3

not the case for length perception. Area perception is the primary form of estimation in4

pie charts. In addition, it has been found that angle perception depends on its orientation5

in the frontal plane [2] and is also ridden by other effects [3]. These findings suggest that6

pie charts pose a greater risk of incorrect readings (compared to bar charts) for estimating7

numerical magnitudes.8

Scatterplots, scale and correlation perception9

Cleveland et al [5] found that the perception of correlation varies with the scale used10

to display a scatterplot. When scales are increased (i.e. we “zoom out”), the perceived11

correlation is higher.12

One mechanism to explain this is based on viewers approximating the data to a bi-13

variate normal distribution and judging the ratio of the minor axis to the major axis (cal-14

culated to be 1 −
√
(1 − r)/(1 + r), which was found to fit the data well for higher cor-15

relation values [5, 4]). Another possible mechanism is that viewers judge the correlation16

based on the ratio of the area of the plot rectangle (formed by the axes) to the area of17

distribution “boundary” (Section 4.8 of Cleveland’s book [6]). This explains most of the18

data obtained in the above study except for high correlation values (≥ 0.8).19
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Another aspect that hasn’t yet been considered is the effect of the point size and the21

color used for the scatter plot. A higher perceived density would lead a viewer to judge a22

higher correlation. This effect may partially explain the perceived correlation values for23

r ≥ 0.8 mentioned above (since the point size was fixed, they would be packed together24

when there is a high correlation). It would be interesting to study the effect of point colors25

too on density and correlation perception.26

Assembly vs Estimation: Gestalt’s Laws27

Cleveland [6] talks about the three visual operations for pattern perception: detection,28

assembly and estimation. Quite often, the latter two operations pose opposing require-29

ments. Assembly requires the viewer to perceive and group data points in the graph into30

a single object, in order to be able to study its properties. Hence, when the aim of a graph31

is to present a trend, we should incorporate elements in the design that would aid in this32

assembly. We could use Gestalt’s laws to do this: join points by lines (law of coninuity),33

use similar symbols (law of similarity), etc.34

On the other hand, when the aim of a statistical graphic is to aid in correct estimation35

of values, these Gestalt groupings may pose as a distraction. A good example for this36

effect is the estimation of curve differences in Figure 4.2 of Cleveland’s book [6]. For37

graphics requiring accurate estimation of point positions and distances, it is helpful to38

discourage such Gestalt groupings and preserve the individuality of data points. This can39

by done by using point plots, introducing grid lines (they break continuity, in addition to40

helping table look-up), using larger scales and smaller points (law of proximity), etc.41
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